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In Memory of My Grandfather

Cover Page Footnote
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In Memory of My Grandfather
by Frank Varela

This poem began its life as a praise poem to the great Puerto Rican actor, Raúl Julia. In some ways, it still is a poem that honors Julia, but what I thought was done began to transform itself into something completely different. The artist of the painting referred to in the poem remains unknown to me, but his work hangs in a public gallery on Calle Cristo in Old San Juan.

For Vincent Varela

Old San Juan gallery, pretty tour guide shows me an oil: street children selling raspberries. “Look at their eyes,” she urges. “Puerto Ricans, a people of sorrow. The eyes tell you that, don’t you see?” But what I see are irises—color of coffee, light picks on darker pupils, thin faces, upturned imploring. I look again at the painting, her eyes, the painting, her eyes.

Thirty years later, I see Raúl Julia dancing Tango Bar, and he is smoldering twilight, a whisper as soft as rain. The woman he loves joins him. Together they step, side step tango drama on the tape I rented from Manny’s video, and for the first time I see them—Puerto Rican eyes that once snared me with a spider’s kiss, but one man, no matter how beautiful, is only a solitary voice that rains down tears too small to quench the thirst that lingers in my throat.

I also hunger for bread, the memory of my grandfather; the great rock of his face weathered by the storms of eighty summers, the furrows around his mouth, a geology deeper than any canyon, and his eyes of heavy water staring back at me in that sad way of men who live by the labor of their hands—street children selling raspberries, pretty tour guide in Old San Juan gallery: her eyes, his eyes, my eyes.
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